REMOTE CONTROLLED CARRIER

LIGHT AND STRONG
MATERIALS

CAR MODE

MULCHING AND
CUT&DROP

REMOTE
CONTROL

KUBOTA
ENGINE

ECO-FRIENDLY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DRIVE UNIT
Engine

Kubota D1105 (3-cylinder diesel engine)

Performance

24,8 HP, 18,5kW

Displacement

1123 ccm

Fuel tank capacity

20 l

Fuel

Diesel

DRIVE SYSTEM
Transmission

Hydrostatic

Oil Tank

25 l

Speed

0 – 8 km/h

Drive

360°, 4-wheel drive

Tire size

20 × 8.00-10 (turf)

CUTTING SYSTEM
Cutting width

154 cm

Cutting height

5 – 20 cm

Clutch

Elektromagnetic

PERFORMANCE
Productivity

Up to 9500 m2/h

Fuel consumption

3,5 l/h / 0,92 gal/h

Climbing ability

Up to 35°

Dimensions

285 x 200 x 195 cm

Gross weight

780 kg / 1720 lb

The Spider 3RIDER is the first in our product
line to offer different drive-mode options
for a variety of terrains giving it incredible
maneuverability. The first driving mode is
the well-known patented “dance step”, also
named Spider mode in which all wheels can
rotate in 360 °. The second option is the Car
mode, which allows the wheels to achieve
minimum turning radius. The third mode
is the Zero Turn which allows the mower
to rotate around its vertical axis having no
negative impact on the ground. Thanks to
aluminum alloys, the Spider 3RIDER’s low
weight contributes significantly to lower fuel
consumption and is more environmentally
friendly to the fauna living in the turf.

Carefully selected components make the
Spider 3RIDER reach very low noise levels.
Its Unique floating mowing deck with a
width of 154 cm, perfectly copies the terrain
and makes it simple to switch settings
from mulching to cut&drop after changing
the blades.
7 small high-speed blades guarantee a high
performance and low fuel consumption.
The machine is also equipped with a
unique fully automatic passive cleaner for
the engine radiator.

other models

SPIDER ILD01

SPIDER ILD02

CONTACT
DETAILS

ALL TERRAIN • ALL GRASS • ALL PEOPLE

spider-cz.com

